LIFELOC TECHNOLOGIES RELEASES A NEW SECURE WIRELESS
BREATH ALCOHOL TESTING SOLUTION
(PR Newswire, Denver) – Lifeloc Technologies, Inc., a Colorado based manufacturer of
breath alcohol testers, announces the immediate availability of the FC20BT (Bluetooth®),
a new addition to its industry leading line of Law Enforcement, Corrections and
International Breath Alcohol Testing Systems.
Lifeloc’s product manager Kelly Silverman commented, “Bluetooth gives users more
connectivity options and peripheral choices than previously available in the industry. The
FC20BT can be factory paired with Lifeloc’s wireless printer and compact wireless
keyboard for on-the-go productivity. Additionally, the FC20BT is interoperable with a
range of device types, such as handheld mobile computers.”

Benefits of the new the FC20BT wireless system include greater ease of testing,
improved mobility, and extended ROI on current wireless system devices.
“Lifeloc pioneered wireless breath alcohol testing in the DOT regulated workplace
market with our Phoenix 6.0BT solution. Adoption was immediate,” says John Rhoades,
Lifeloc marketing manager. “Our international Law Enforcement customers are already
choosing Bluetooth® to leap-frog the traditional tethered Portable Breath Tester (PBT) to
printer approach.”
The FC20 has been DOT/NHTSA approved since 2000 and is in use by Law
Enforcement worldwide. Other advanced features include a full sized platinum fuel cell

for long device life, onboard passive and direct subject testing, multiple language
capability and extensive test memory and download capabilities.
See the new FC20BT online, visit us at www.lifeloc.com or call 1-800-722-4872.
About Lifeloc
Lifeloc Technologies, Inc. is a trusted international provider of precise, reliable and easy
to use portable breath alcohol testing instruments (breathalyzers). Lifeloc offers
comprehensive online and classroom training, plus a complete line of supplies and drug
screening products. Our alcohol testing devices have been manufactured continuously in
Colorado since our founding in 1983. Lifeloc evidential and screening devices are
approved by the U.S. DOT and other state and international regulatory agencies. More
information about Lifeloc is available at www.lifeloc.com
The statements in this press release, relating to future plans, future events or products and
services, are forward-looking statements which are subject to specific risks and uncertainties.
These could involve particular market trends, competition factors and other risks described in
documents submitted to the U.S. Securites and Exchange Commission. The actual results,
events, products and services may vary significantly from the forecasts. The reader is warned
not to rely on these forward-looking statements without reservation, since these are simply
reflections of the current situation.
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